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period Hong Kong shifted from being a manufacturing to a service 
economy without encountering a significant rise in unemployment. When 
labor shortages resulted later in the 1980s from curbs on further immigra
tion from China, thousands of manufacturing jobs were transferred to the 
low wage areas across the border. Skeldon cites some three million jobs that 
have been created in China's coastal areas because of Hong Kong invest
ments. 

Among the countries studied, Thailand is the most recent one to have 
entered a transition stage in migration. Pracha Vasuprasat provides a brief 
history of the dramatic transformation of the Thai economy after the shift 
in policy towards an export-led industrialization. Thailand quickly became 
integrated through investments and trade with Japan and the newly-
industrializing countries that sought to relocate labor-intensive manufac
tures to lower wage production areas. While starting off as a country of 
emigration sending labor to the Middle East and other countries in 
Southeast Asia, the impact of rapid economic growth on the labor market 
has quickly dampened the incentive to emigrate. He offers some empirical 
evidence of the turning points in migration in the concave property of the 
labor emigration curve as per capita GNP reached higher and higher levels. 

These studies represent the initial explorations into what I consider 
promising new Ways of looking at contemporary migration issues. The 
preponderance of micro-analytic work on labor migration has focused, in 
my view, far too little attention on how economic transformations affect 
migration flows. For this reason development authorities have been de
prived of the insights needed to relate economic policies to the solution to 
emigration pressures. There is indeed much to be said for looking at the 
concrete experiences of the successfully industrializing countries of Asia in 
looking for solutions to the growing emigration pressures in other parts-of 
the world. The Asian experience gives weight to the expectations that 
liberalization of trade with the conclusion in Marrakesh of the Uruguay 
Round will lead to reducing these pressures in the South. 
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This theoretical discussion of the migration transition is Asia develops a 
framework to understand the turning point from labor exporter to labor 
importer experienced by the Asian NIEs (Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and 
Taiwan). The author concludes that the NIEs' demand for labor curve 
shifted rapidly, primarily due to export-led growth of a labor-intensive 
character. Because these economies are well integrated, improvements in 
labor market conditions in individual sectors are transmitted to all workers, 
discouraging emigration. Despite industry's efforts to mitigate wage in
creases through labor import, new technology or relocation overseas, the 
rapidly improving domestic earnings opportunities induced the migration 
transition. 

This article concerns the migration transition, viz., the fact that some 
countries which previously experienced substantial emigration flows are 
now importing labor. Such a transition has occurred in a number of 
countries, among them, Thailand, Korea, and Taiwan [see, for instance, the 
articles by Alburo and Park in this volume). My aim is to offer a coherent 
perspective to stimulate thinking on this subject rather than compiling 
extensive empirical evidence about it. 

This article is divided into two major sections. The first develops the 
basic framework. The section afterwards presents various refinements and 
extensions. A brief conclusion summarizes the main points. 

The Basic Framework 

The migration transition is concerned with a change in the rate at which a 
country gains or loses people on balance. As in other economic applica-
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tions, the analytical starting point for understanding the rate at which 
something occurs is to formulate a model of individuals' constrained 
choices. 

In the migration literature, the rate at which an area gains or loses 
people is called "net migration." The net migration rate from a particular 
place at a particular time depends on conditions in that place and in other 
places: 

(l)Mi^f(Wil,EiirNPit,Wjt,Ejl,NPjl) 

where M.( is the net migration from location i and time t, Wu and W.f are 
respectively the streams of (real) wages expected in the location of interest 
i and in other locations; at time t, Eit and E.( are respectively measures of 
expected employment opportunities in i and /, and NP.f and NP.t are 
measures of expected nonpecuniary attractiveness of the different locations. 
It is expected that net outmigration is greater the less attractive are 
conditions in the sending area relative to conditions in other locations, and 
hence: 

P)fPf,f,<0and/,f,f6>0 

This approach to migration was pioneered by Sjaastad (1962); subsequent 
developments using this approach are surveyed by Greenwood (1975) and 
Ehrenberg and Smith (1991, Chapter 10). 

This approach takes for granted that emigration has an important 
economic component.1 This is not to deny the importance of legal barriers 
and other constraints.2 What the economic model stresses is that the larger 
the differential in wages, employment opportunities, and nonpecuniary 
factors, the stronger the incentive to migrate. Put differently, as long as 
labor market opportunities in some economies remain substantially worse 
than labor market opportunities elsewhere, many workers seek to move 
when they are permitted to do so and, in some cases, even when they are 

1 It also has an essential choice component. Skeldon (this volume) incorrectly interprets this 
approach as implying that "the low-wage, rapidly expanding populations provided a labor 
force that could not be productively absorbed locally and hence had to emigrate" (emphasis 
added). This is not right. Except in the most dire economic conditions, people do not have to 
migrate. They have the incentive to, and that is what the economic model of migration picks up. 

2 Pang (this volume) highlights these other factors in what he calls "an eclectic approach" 
to turning points in migration. 
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not. Chinese workers, for instance, would probably prefer to remain in 
China, other things equal, but millions have shown themselves willing to 
give up the utility from staying home when the economic rewards from 
migrating to Hong Kong, Singapore, and other destinations are large 
enough. The same is true of guestworkers around the world, including in 
Asia, where families must be left behind. 

The migration transition in the newly industrializing economies of 
Asia (Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan, henceforth termed 
"NIEs") can be explained in large part by changing labor market conditions 
accompanying rapid economic growth. In some countries at some times, 
the most important changes were in terms of employment generation, 
while in others they were through rising real wages. 

In this article, I adopt this constrained choice approach, albeit with a 
twist. The twist is to try to explain the economic constraints. A major role 
is assigned to international trade. This is because in the newly industrial
izing Asian economies and elsewhere, export-led growth has had a major 
effect on conditions in labor markets. Accordingly, I draw upon studies 
from international trade and economic development which bear on labor 
markets, among them, the works of Krueger (1981), Krause (1985), Brad
ford (1986), Scitovsky (1986), Ranis (1989), and Amsden (1989). 

The Labor Intensity of Asian Export-Led Growth 

It goes without saying that Asian economic growth was export-led. Studies 
have shown that countries which adopted more export-oriented trade 
strategies are countries which grew more rapidly (Little et al., 1970; 
Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1978; Krueger, 1978). The point I want to 
emphasize here is the labor intensity of export-led growth. Studies have 
also shown that export-oriented countries achieved much better employ
ment records than did import-substituting countries (Little, 1981; Balassa, 
1982; Krueger, 1981 and 1988). 

Analytically, what happened was that the demand for labor curves in 
Asian economies shifted rightward rapidly in response to those countries' 
growth successes. By looking at data on specific industries in the Asian 
NIEs, we can see that international trade was vital to explaining the growth 
of output and of the derived demand for labor in a number of key industries 
such as metal products and textiles.3,4 

3 Although not in all industries — in particular, import-substitution industries and non-
tradable goods and services. 

4 The following information is from Fields (1985). 
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"Metal products" includes the production of such items as metallic 
products, machinery, parts, appliances, electronics, electrical machinery, 
shipbuilding, motor vehicles, and precision instruments. During the 1960s 
and 1970s, employment in these industries grew at average rates ranging 
from 8 or 9 percent per annum in Hong Kong and Taiwan to 17 or 18 percent 
per annum in Korea and Singapore. Consequently, these industries' share 
of manufacturing employment grew from 13 percent to 27 percent in Hong 
Kong, from 12 to 28 percent in Korea, from 20 to 55 percent in Singapore, 
and from 20 to 33 percent in Taiwan. Direct evidence available for two of 
these countries shows that the metal products sector expanded output for 
export purposes: the fraction exported approximately doubled, from 37 to 
66 percent in Hong Kong and from 33 to 69 percent in Singapore. The 
increases in value of machinery and transport exports were simply stun
ning: from US$77 million to $9,314 million in Hong Kong, from $1 million 
to $2,587 million in Korea, from $16 million to $5,068 million in Singapore, 
and from $2 million to $4,500 in Taiwan. 

The story is very similar in another key export industry — textiles, 
garments, and kindred activities. There, too, employment grew apace of 
output increases, as firms increased production at average annual rates 
ranging from 8 to 20 percent, largely for export purposes. However, 
because of rising labor costs, these economies were forced to "vacate their 
niches in the production and export of less sophisticated industries to the 
less developed nations" (ESCAP, 1990). For this reason, Japan moved her 
labor-intensive industries to Korea and Taiwan in the 1960s, and when 
those countries in turn lost their competitiveness because of rising labor 
costs, the production bases started to be relocated in Malaysia, Thailand, 
Indonesia, and the Philippines (Abella, 1990). 

In sum, export-led growth of the rate and character realized by Hong 
Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan had large direct effects on employ
ment. It is important to emphasize that export-led growth does not always 
do this and that the kind of economic growth matters. Both natural and 
man-made forces are at work. 

One reason that export-led growth may not shift the country's demand 
for labor curve is that the products produced for export in some countries 
make little use of labor. For many minerals such as oil, bauxite, copper, and 
tin, there is simply no efficient way of producing in a labor-intensive 
manner. Large inputs of capital and of energy are required, and labor 
cannot be substituted for them. Consequently, even if the countries that 
export these products could rely on successful export penetration to 
generate national income, they would not be able to rely on these exports 
to generate major shifts in employment. 
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There is another reason for low labor intensity of growth, and that is the 
distortion of factor prices. It is common throughout the developing coun
tries of Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean for labor to be artificially 
expensive and capital artificially cheap .5 Because of these distorted relative 
prices, firms in those parts of the world have an incentive to use relatively 
less labor and relatively more capital to produce output. This affects both 
their choice of technique for producing any given product and their choice 
of which products to produce. 

Circumstances in the Asian NIEs were very different. These economies 
were natural-resource poor. Because of this, they could not develop 
through mineral based growth of a type that made little use of labor. If they 
were to grow, they had to make use of the only resource they had — their 
abundant labor.6 

Of course, whether it pays profit-seeking firms to employ the available 
labor force depends on labor costs. Factor prices in the East Asian econo
mies were much less distorted than in other regions of the world: in 
Taiwan, for example, manufacturing wages are only 20 percent higher than 
agricultural wages, as compared with 150 percent higher wages in such 
countries as Colombia and Jamaica and 100 percent higher wages in 
Mexico.7 Because labor in the Asian NIEs remained cheap as long as it was 
relatively abundant, firms found it advantageous to employ more and 
more of it as they increased their output for world markets. 

The result was that the Asian NIEs exploited their natural comparative 
advantage, which was in labor-intensive manufactured products. As they 
grew through the exports of such products, labor market conditions 
changed accordingly. 

Improvements in Labor Market Conditions 

Labor market conditions in the Asian NIEs passed through two major 
phases. The first was a phase of increasing employment at essentially 
constant wages. The second was marked by rapidly rising real wages with 
generally full employment. 

5 See, for instance, Agarwala (1984). 
6 This is a point which has been emphasized on a number of occasions by Ranis; see, for 

instance, Ranis (1981). 
7 The Colombia and Mexico figures are comparisons between manufacturing and agricul

ture, while the Jamaica figure is for unskilled construction versus agriculture. The Mexico 
figures are from Turnham (1971:75), the Jamaica figures from Tidrick (1975:308-9), and the 
Colombia figures from my unpublished calculations from the Colombian census of 1973. 
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The first labor market phase (stagnant wages, rising employment) 
lasted until the early to mid- 1960s in the four Asian economies. Economic 
growth indeed led to improvements in labor market conditions in those 
years. The way it did so was to enable more and more workers to find jobs 
in the better paying sectors of their economies than before. During this 
phase, wages rose very little. For example, real earnings in manufacturing 
were only 2 percent higher in Taiwan in 1960 than they had been in 1954. 
This phase continued as long as an ample supply of labor was available to 
the growing sectors of the economy at the prevailing wage. 

When labor stopped being abundant in the early to mid-1960s, these 
economies reached the famous Lewis-Fei-Ranis turning point (Lewis, 
1958:26; Fei and Ranis, 1964:205-225; Fei and Ranis, 1975:50; Bai, 1985:155-
6). Real labor earnings shot up in response to supply and demand in labor 
markets, as employers continuously raised wages in order to attract or 
retain their work forces. In real terms, labor earnings were 150 percent 
higher in Hong Kong in 1980 than in 1960,200 percent higher in Korea in 
1980 than in 1966, and 300 percent higher in Taiwan in 1979 than in 1960 
(Fields, 1985:353). Only in Singapore did real wages not rise during that 
period, the reason being that Singapore had a repressive wage regime in 
effect at that time. 

Recent evidence (Fields, 1992a) shows that this second phase (rising 
real earnings, essentially full employment) continued through the 1980s. 
Real labor earnings were 60 percent higher in 1990 than in 1980 in Hong 
Kong, 80 percent higher in Singapore, 103 percent higher in Taiwan, and 
116 percent higher in Korea. Not only did labor earnings grow but they 
grew at rates very similar to the rates of national income growth (respec
tively, +64 percent, +78 percent, +88 percent, and +122 percent). 

In sum, this evidence shows that export-led growth shifted the derived 
demand for labor curves, leading to continued rapid improvements in 
labor market conditions in these four economies. These rates of real wage 
growth among fully employed labor forces are the highest in the world, 
developed or developing. 

The Well-Integrated Labor Markets of East Asia 

Broadly speaking, labor markets may be characterized along a continuum 
ranging from highly compartmentalized (or "segmented") at one end to 
highly integrated at the other. I shall say that a labor market is 
compartmentalized if labor market conditions in one part of the economy 
(manufacturing, for example) have negligible effects on labor market 
conditions in other parts of the economy (for example, agriculture). On the 
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other hand, the different parts of the labor market may be so closely linked 
that changes in one sector have substantial and immediate effects else
where. 

East Asian labor markets are as well integrated as anywhere. Wage 
differentials have not been entirely eliminated in the East Asian economies 
— there are important differences in wages between large firms and small 
firms, between workers in one sector of the economy and workers in 
another, and between men and women. Nonetheless, as noted above, wage 
differentials between agriculture and other economic sectors are an order 
of magnitude smaller in Korea and Taiwan than in Jamaica and Colombia. 

Why is this? The simple answer is the absence in East Asia of the 
institutional forces making for large wage differentials elsewhere in the 
developing world. There are five such factors: trade unions, minimum 
wage laws, government pay policy, multinational corporations, and labor 
codes. Although these have important effects on wages in particular 
sectors of economies in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, and South 
Asia, they are of much less importance in East Asia.8 

When labor markets are well integrated, as they are in East Asia, labor 
market analysis must be conducted in a general equilibrium framework 
rather than a sector-specific one. The problem with using a sector-specific 
framework maybe demonstrated as follows. 

Suppose that we have an economy with two sectors, agriculture and 
manufacturing. Let the economy experience a boom in its manufacturing 
sector, causing a rightward shift in that sector's demand curve. As shown 
in Figure 1, in the case of a compartmentalized labor market, the manufac
turing boom would result in both higher employment and higher wages in 
the manufacturing sector. As the boom proceeds, employment and wages 
both continue to grow. 

When this prediction is taken to the data, it is found not to hold in East 
Asia. In both Taiwan and Korea, the changes in wages in different sectors 
are unrelated to conditions in that sector. I found for the period 1980-87 that 
there was no significant correlation between the growth rate of earnings in 
various industries and the growth of output, of employment, or of exports 
in those industries (Fields, 1992b). Similarly, for the period from 1978 to 
1985, Topel and Kim (1992) found for Korea that there is no relation 

* See Fields and Wan (1989) for details. For evidence on other regions of the world, see Berg 
(1966 and 1969), Reynolds (1969), Tumham (1971),Tidrick (1975), and Knightand Sabot (1980). 
A contrary view is given by Freeman (1992), who finds only weak empirical evidence for the 
"distortionist" view of labor markets in developing countries — which, it should be pointed 
out, is more a statement about the available evidence than about the correctness of either the 
"distortionist" argument that labor market interventions are bad or the "institutionalist" 
argument that interventions are good. 
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Figure 1 

Manufacturing Sector 

between the rate of wage growth and the rate of employment growth in 
different industries. 

The reason that the evidence is inconsistent with the model of Figure 
1 is that a sector-specific model has been applied, inappropriately, in the 
context of a well-integrated labor market. In Taiwan and Korea, and 
presumably in Singapore and Hong Kong as well, the various sectors' labor 
markets are integrated so closely that wage changes are determined by the 
growth of the economy as a whole and not by the economic growth in any 
particular sector. 

For a well-integrated labor market, we need a general equilibrium 
model. Such a model is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the original 
demand for labor curve in the manufacturing sector is given by DM relative 
to the O origin while the demand for labor curve in agriculture is given by 
DA relative to the O' origin. Both are downward-sloping functions of that 
sector's wage. The standard equilibrating forces are assumed to operate to 
equalize wages across the two sectors and to clear the labor market. For a 
fixed labor supply 00', the wage that clears the labor market is wage W*. 
At this common wage, OE workers are employed in the manufacturing 
sector and O'E workers in the agricultural sector. 

Suppose now that a boom in the manufacturing sector shifts that 
sector's demand for labor curve from DM to DM,. Wages rise from W* to W, 
not only in the manufacturing sector but in the agricultural sector as well; 
this happens because agricultural employers must raise wages in order to 
attract or retain a sufficient quantity of labor. We therefore have wages 
growing at the same rate in the two sectors of the economy. If the different 
sectors' rates of wage growth are the same, they cannot possibly be 

^ 
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Figure 2 

E F 
Aggregate Labor Market 

correlated with those sectors' rates of employment growth or output 
growth. This happens because with well-integrated labor markets, wage 
growth in one sector is a function not of conditions in that sector alone but 
rather of conditions in the labor market as a whole. 

There is a corollary which follows from this analysis. When one sector 
booms, not only do the workers in that sector benefit but the workers in 
other sectors benefit equally. Take the case of labor-intensive export-led 
growth in manufacturing. Manufacturing workers benefit from the higher 
demand for their labor and the consequent increase in their wages. 
However, agricultural workers also benefit, some by moving from agricul
ture to manufacturing, where wages are rising, and others by remaining in 
agriculture, where wages are also rising. In this way, the gains from export-
led growth are transmitted throughout the labor market, improving the 
earnings of workers in all economic sectors — which is the essence of the 
East Asian story. 

The story told so far in this section has been cast in terms of an 
integrated labor market which, I have argued, is characteristic of Hong 
Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan. In other Asian countries, the labor 
markets are much less integrated, and a separate analysis is needed for 
them. This is taken up further below. 

The Migration Response to Rising Wages and 
Improved Employment Opportunities 

Wages in the East Asian economies have been growing at about a 7 percent 
real rate per year with essentially full employment. If wages and employ
ment opportunities throughout the world were growing at that same rate, 
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there would be no particular migration response. But, of course, they have 
not been growing at the same rate: real wages have been falling in some 
regions of the world and employment opportunities have been falling in 
others. As a result, Asian workers who have already migrated to those 
other regions or who are thinking of migrating to those other regions have 
less to gain by making a move. Fewer of them would be expected to 
migrate; more of them would be expected to stay in Asia or return there. 

This is the essence of standard labor supply analysis, in which the 
amount of labor supplied to a particular labor market is an increasing 
function of the wage and employment opportunities in that labor market 
and a negative function of the wage and employment opportunities in other 
labor markets. The increase in wages in East Asia, other things equal, is 
captured by movement along an upward-sloping labor supply curve, of the 
type shown in Figure 3. The fact that other things are not equal and 
conditions elsewhere are deteriorating is represented by a rightward shift 
of the labor supply curve from S to S'. 

When wages in East Asia rise from W* to W and wages elsewhere 
deteriorate, we have an increase in East Asian employment from E* to E'. 
Emigration is affected for two reasons: some who would have emigrated 
do not (which is part of the reason for the movement from E* to £~) and 
some migrants return home (as reflected by the movement from E~ to £')• 

Figure 3 

E* E ~ E' 
East Asian Labor Market 
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Firms' Responses 

At any given time, trade-induced growth produces aggregate labor market 
conditions of the type shown in Figure 4: the aggregate labor supply 
function is S, the aggregate labor demand function is D, the aggregate 
employment level is E*, and the economy-wide wage level is W*. However, 
the very fact that wages are rising is an inducement to firms to try to do 
things differently. They have several options. 

One is to import labor. To the extent that employees are able to induce 
the immigration authorities to open up the borders, whether officially or 
otherwise, the increased effective supply of immigrants shifts the aggre
gate labor supply curve rightward. This effect, by itself, lowers wages. 
However, the immigrants are also consumers. To the extent that they buy 
domestically produced goods and services, the derived demand for labor 
curve also shifts rightward. However, consumers spend only a fraction of 
their incomes on domestic products; the rest goes to foreign-made prod
ucts or (and this is especially important for temporary migrants) to 
remittances. For these reasons, the rightward shift of the labor demand 
curve is apt to be less than the rightward shift of the labor supply curve. The 
net effect of immigration is that wages will be lower than they would 
otherwise be. 

A second effect of rising real wages is to induce firms to change their 
production technologies by economizing on the use of labor and /o r 
augmenting labor productivity. In some of the Asian NIEs, such economic 

W 

Figure 4 W* 

Aggregate Labor Market 
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restructuring was encouraged and actively aided by government. In 
Singapore until 1979, the government had been following a policy of "wage 
repression" aimed at keeping wage growth down in order to attract 
investment and reduce unemployment. In 1979, though, they switched to 
a policy of "wage correction" intended to restructure the economy away 
from labor-intensive and toward capital-intensive and skill-intensive in
dustries. The wage correction policy remained in force for a number of 
years. Similarly, in Taiwan, because of three factors — unskilled labor 
becoming increasingly scarce, the need for exports to remain competitive, 
and the large wage differential between Taiwan and the mainland — the 
government adopted a development plan for the 1980s which emphasized 
the development of advanced, capital-intensive, labor-intensive industries 
(Republic of China, 1981). It bears mention that Hong Kong had no explicit 
policy along such lines; they continued along their largely laissez-faire 
course. 

The third response to rising real wages is for firms to relocate. Products 
or technologies that may have been profitable when wages were low cease 
to be profitable when wages get to be sufficiently high. As a result, 
production shifts elsewhere. One example is the tendency for agricultural 
production and agricultural employment to shift as economic develop
ment takes place (Chenery and Syrquin, 1975, Table 7; Squire, 1981, Table 
11; ILO, 1987, Table 1.2). In the historical experiences of Korea and Taiwan, 
the shares of the labor force employed in agriculture have fallen drastically: 
in Korea, from 64 percent in 1963 to 19 percent in 1990, and in Taiwan from 
50 percent in 1964 to 13 percent in 1990. 

Another example is the experience of the world's textile industry. First, 
there was the movement of textile firms out of the high-wage regions of the 
industrialized countries to low-wage regions within those same countries 
(e.g., from the U.S. north to the U.S. south). Then, there was the movement 
of these firms to lower-wage regions of the world, especially in Asia. Then, 
within Asia, as wages rose in Japan, the companies moved to Hong Kong 
and Singapore, then to Korea and Taiwan, and now to Sri Lanka and the 
Philippines. 

The textile industry is indicative of a more general phenomenon: when 
technology is easily transferable, when factories can relocate without 
special input requirements, when labor cost is a large part of total cost, and 
when the products are readily saleable in world markets, the industry in 
question is likely to be footloose. Export successes lead to increases in the 
demand for labor, rising real wages, and increased difficulties in compet
ing in world markets. In this way, the comparative advantage that a 
country gains may be lost through the very process of economic develop
ment itself. One need not be a Marxist to see a dialectical contradiction here. 
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The practical implication is that countries must constantly be on the 
lookout for competition from below (the next-NIEs are constantly trying to 
find ways to get in where the NIEs are now) and constantly seeking to 
identify new opportunities for economic growth and for the growth of 
productive employment. No firm that has become an important producer 
in a field should automatically assume that it is insulated from competitive 
pressures; no country should either. 

The Net Effect 

In the ways just discussed, firms in developing countries have been able to 
mitigate the rate of wage increase in their economies. The net effect, 
however, has been for wages to increase throughout these economies, as 
documented above. 

Rising wages are sometimes decried, for two quite different reasons. 
Some are concerned about the effect rising wages might have on labor, 
while others are more concerned about the effect on growth. 

Some ask what happens to the poor textile workers who lose their jobs. 
What kinds of work are they going to do? How are they going to make a 
living? These questions, I would suggest, misinterpret the dynamic of why 
these jobs are relocating, at least within Asia. It is not that wage increases 
force people out of work with no place to go. (This would be the case if 
wages were pushed up artificially.) The reason wages are rising is that the 
textile workers are being bid away to other industries through supply and 
demand. The worker who is bid away is better off. The preceding analysis 
shows that in a well-integrated labor market, those who are left behind and 
who earn higher wages in the sectors of origin are also better off. 

What about the economy? When the textile industry relocates rather 
than paying the higher wages, the workers whom that sector chooses not 
to retain are redeployed to activities in which labor's contribution is higher. 
Although some observers have expressed concern about the effect of rising 
wages on development, I would say that rising wages brought about by 
tight labor markets are a sign that development is taking place. As long as 
wages are rising because of market pressures and not despite them, such 
increases ought to be welcomed. More people are living better and working 
more productively—which, after all, is what economic development is all 
about. 
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Refinements and Extensions 

The Case of Non-Integrated Labor Markets 

Thus far, the analysis has dealt with the case of an integrated labor market. 
The labor market effects of a growing demand for labor in a country's 
manufacturing sector would be different in a segmented labor market than 
in an integrated labor market. 

The most useful type of labor market segmentation to analyze is that 
of economic dualism. The dualistic case captures the fact that one part of 
a country's labor market maybe fundamentally different from another part 
of that country's labor market, yet the limitation to two sectors makes the 
model analytically tractable. 

Two types of dualistic labor market shall now be discussed. In both, the 
two sectors are labeled manufacturing (M) and agriculture (A). Both 
models have a wage in manufacturing (WM) which is set at a level WM* above 
the market-clearing level and a wage in agriculture (VVJ which is at the 
market-clearing level WA*. Where the two models differ from one another 
is in their assumptions about how manufacturing sector jobs are gotten. 

The first dualistic labor market model assumes that manufacturing 
sector jobs are gotten only by individuals who search actively in the places 
where those jobs are located. This is the assumption made famous by 
Harris and Todaro (1970). Under theHarris-Todaro job search assumption, 
each worker has two labor market options: (1) stay in agriculture and earn 
WA*, or (2) migrate to the city and seek a job at WM*, which is realized with 
some probability p. The probability p is in turn taken to be the ratio of 
manufacturing sector employment (EM) to manufacturing sector labor 
force (LM). Hence, the expected wages under the two labor market options 
are, respectively, WM*EM/LM and WA*. The labor market reaches a Harris-
Todaro equilibrium when these two options yield the same expected wage, 
and hence: 

0)WM*EM/LM=WA* 

What are the labor market effects of an increased demand for modern 
sector labor? Suppose manufacturing employment increases from an 
initial value of EM° to a new value EM'. In the preceding model, we would 
find no change in the manufacturing wage WM' because that wage is 
determined at level WM* above the market-clearing level in the first place. 
Suppose that the wage in the agricultural sector is sufficiently unrespon
sive to the size of that sector's labor force so that we can treat WA as also 
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being fixed, at level WA*. Then an increase in manufacturing employment 
from EM° to EM' would increase the manufacturing sector labor force by 
enough to keep EM / LM unchanged—which, since VVM* > WA*, implies that 
LM rises by more than EM rises. One effect of an increase in manufacturing 
employment in such a labor market is therefore to increase unemployment. 
It also follows immediately that the average wage among those employed 
rises, yet ihe total amount of wages paid in the economy would be 
unchanged. 

A different pattern can be derived from a different set of assumptions. 
Assume a model similar to Harris and Todaro's in all respects except one: 
now, the job search technology is such that workers in agriculture have just 
as good a chance of securing a manufacturing job as do the openly 
unemployed. Clearly, the preferred search option is to work in agriculture 
at wage WA until one finds a manufacturing job at wage WM. Because 
nobody chooses to search while unemployed, there will be no unemploy
ment in this model. What is interesting, therefore, is the division of 
employment between the relatively high-paying manufacturing sector and 
the relatively low-paying agricultural sector. 

Figure 5 depicts this situation. It is assumed that the manufacturing 
sector and the agricultural sector both have downward-sloping demand 
for labor curves :— the manufacturing sector curve (DM°) is downward-
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sloping with respect to origin 0M and the agricultural sector curve (DA) is 
downward-sloping with respect to origin 0A. Employment in manufactur
ing is determined by the point on curve DM° corresponding to the manufac
turing wage WM*; that quantity is denoted in the figure by EM°. All who are 
not employed in the manufacturing sector remain in the agricultural sector. 
The wage that clears the market, enabling all of them to be employed in that 
sector, is shown as WA°. 

The growth of the manufacturing sector, other things equal, shifts the 
demand for labor curve in that sector from Du° to DM

J. At the rigid 
manufacturing wage VVM*, employment increases from EM° to E^. Now, 
because not as many workers are crowded into the agricultural sector as 
before, the market-clearing wage in that sector increases, from WA° to WA

2. 
What has happened, therefore is that the growth of the manufacturing 
sector has (1) enabled more people to be employed in relatively high-
paying jobs, which in turn (2) raised the wages of those left in the lower-
paying jobs. Here, as in the integrated labor market case, the mix of jobs in 
the economy has improved and the average wage in the economy has 
increased because of the growth of the manufacturing sector due to exports 
or some other factor. 

We do not have data for other Asian countries in a form that would 
facilitate a straightforward comparison between these models' predictions 
and the countries' experiences. Such a study remains to be done. 

Non-Economic Motivations for Migrating 

This article has stressed the importance of economic factors in the migration 
decision. This is not to say that monetary gains are the only factors that 
enter into the migration decision, for indeed non-monetary factors enter 
directly into equation (1) and other factors (demographic, cultural, ethnic, 
etc.) affect the form of the/if.) function. My point throughout this paper has 
been that even when these other factors are allowed for, if economic 
conditions change, migration behavior will change predictably. 

Emphasis has been placed here on "economic migrants," viz., those 
whose decisions are two-sided, in that they may be presumed to be 
balancing the likely gains from staying against the likely gains from 
leaving. Not everyone is motivated primarily by economic concerns. Some, 
such as refugees escaping war or political persecution, might be termed 
"non-economic migrants." But even for people such as these, there is an 
important economic element to their decisions: where to go depends on a 
comparison of the economic opportunities in alternative possible destina
tions. I say this to emphasize that in any explanation of the migration 
transition, economic Opportunities must play a central role. 
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Temporary Migration 

Another issue is planned temporary migration by people who migrate with 
the express intent of returning home at a later stage. Students who emigrate 
with plans to return home upon completing their studies fall into this 
category. So, too, do workers who emigrate for a limited period of time. In 
some cases, this is to earn money to send home as remittances. In other 
cases, it is to earn enough cash abroad for target income purposes — for 
example, to be able to set up a new business, afford further education, or 
get married. For instance, this was the motivation for many Korean 
workers who emigrated to the Middle East as construction workers (see 
Park, this volume). 

The rate of planned temporary migration can be understood primarily 
in economic terms: the more to be gained by moving overseas rather than 
staying home, the higher the rate of such migration. At the micro level, the 
analysis would have to be extended to deal with optimal timing (when to 
make such a move) as well as optimal stopping (when to end a temporary 
move and return home). But this is taking us well beyond an understanding 
of the migration transition per se. 

Return Migration 

Above, I emphasized that East Asian labor markets are as well integrated 
as any in the world. There are therefore small earnings differences within 
those countries relative to the much larger earnings differences across 
countries. 

The analysis of workers' responses to earnings differences presented 
above was in largely symmetric fashion, as indeed befits the migration 
transition process. However, migration would be asymmetric to the extent 
that migrants sever the ties with their home countries and cannot return. 
One way of severing these ties is to sell one's land, home, or business in the 
origin before migrating. Although in everyday parlance, people say that 
they have "no choice" but to stay in their new homes, there really is a choice. 
Migrants usually have the right to return home, but that may be such a poor 
option that it is quite understandable why people do not take it. The only 
time when migrants really and truly have no choice is when migration itself 
is illegal, so that they face arrest if they return home. 

Most migrants have yet another option. Even if conditions in the 
destination do not prove to be as good as expected and even if ties to the 
homeland have been severed, there is often the possibility of moving on to 
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a third location. What may prevent this is the lack of cash for a subsequent 
move, which raises the next issue: that of financing. 

Imperfect Capital Markets 

The effects of improved origin economic conditions may be more complex 
than is allowed for in the basic human capital model given by equations (1) 
and (2) above. In that model, the better are economic conditions in an area, 
the lower is outmigration. This might be termed a "negative push effect": 
better economic conditions in the origin create a smaller incentive to leave. 
On the other hand, there may well be a second effect which works in the 
opposite direction: because prospective migrants need to save up to pay the 
transportation and other costs of a move, the better are economic condi
tions in the origin, the faster the accumulation of savings and the higher the 
rate of outmigration. This might be termed a "positive savings effect." If the 
positive savings effect and the negative push effect are of roughly equal 
strength in opposite directions, this might explain why empirical studies of 
a wide range of migrations indicate that although destination economic 
conditions have the expected positive pull effects ifi,fi,f6 > 0 in equation 2), 
origin economic conditions often have been found to have insignificant 
effects, i.e., fv f2, f3 = 0? This issue warrants examination in the Asian 
migration transitions. 

Migration Selectivity 

There is also the issue of who migrates and who does not. All around the 
world, migration is selective. Young men migrate from East and Southeast 
Asia to the Middle East to work as construction workers, while young 
women from the Philippines migrate to be maids. In Africa, men migrate 
to the cities to take up manufacturing jobs while the women stay home and 
do the heavy work on the family farms. In Latin America, young rural 

' The need to save for outmigration has been observed in a wide variety of migrations 
including the movement from Europe to North America in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, from Mexico to the United States in recent decades, and from Thailand and other 
Asian countries to the Middle East at present. The statistical significance of destination 
economic conditions but not of origin conditions has been observed in studies of internal 
migration in the United States (Greenwood, 1975; Fields, 1979), Colombia (Fields, 1982), and 
Venezuela (Schultz, 1982). These offsetting effects may also explain why Kuznets (1982) found 
in an intercoun try study that therate of migration out of agriculture was lower in countries with 
very high sharesof workers inagriculture than in countries with intermediate sharesof workers 
in agriculture. 
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women migrate to the cities to be maids; machismo makes such a thing 
inconceivable for young Latin American men. 

For this selectivity to help explain the migration transition, it would 
have to be the case that the supply of a particular type of migrant dried up, 
and for this reason migration flows ended. I know of no such instance, 
which is why I have not included specific attention to who migrates in my 
explanation of the migration transition. 

The Role of Government Policy 

Government policy can have a crucial influence on international migration. 
All governments seek to control their borders and admit immigrants a n d / 
or guestworkers only to the extent deemed warranted by economic a n d / 
or social considerations. But in addition, immigration and emigration can 
be affected by government policy in a whole host of ways. For instance, 
governments can affect the flow of remittances, which can be a crucial 
source of capital for economic development. The Korean government 
deliberately encouraged overseas migration of workers and construction 
companies to the Middle East, but required that some part of the migrants' 
wages be paid in Korea in order to finance domestic economic growth 
(Park, 1991). By contrast, although Sri Lanka had no such mandatory 
remittance policy, voluntary remittances were so large that they brought in 
as much foreign exchange as did tea, that country's major export. Govern
ments can also affect the movement of their people through mechanisms 
such as bonding workers who are sent overseas for education and restrict
ing exit visas for workers and /or their families. The merits of such policies 
are hotly debated, and I shall not get into that discussion here. 

The point is that immigration policy is itself something that can be 
chosen. A country's development needs must be kept in mind when such 
policies are formulated. And in discussing what can and should be done to 
influence and regulate immigration, an eye should always be kept on what 
is feasible — a point sometimes lost in the heat of debate, even in the more 
"sophisticated" countries. 

Summary 

My interpretation of the migration transition in Asia can be summed up as 
follows: 

(1) The demand for labor curve shifted rapidly in the newly industri
alizing economies of Asia, primarily (but not exclusively) because of 
export-led growth of a labor-intensive character. 
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(2) The rightward shift of the demand for labor curve led to improve
ments in labor market conditions, first through increased employment 
opportunities and then through rising wages. 

(3) The labor markets in each of these economies are well integrated. As 
a result, the improvements that took place were transmitted throughout 
each of them to workers in all sectors. 

(4) As wages and employment opportunities got better and better, 
more and more of those who previously were willing to emigrate were no 
longer willing to do so; they either returned home or stayed home. 

(5) Firms tried to mitigate wage increases in several ways: (a) by 
importing labor to the extent that immigration allows, legally or otherwise, 
(b) by shifting to labor-saving, labor-augmenting technologies, and/or (c) 
by moving overseas. 

(6) Still, the net effect was rapidly improving earnings opportunities in 
the home countries, hence the migration transition. 
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